
50 years
of Flower
Concepts for promoting Flower Aviation’s
50th year in business at KPUB
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Marketing campaign objectives
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Objectives
Defining the purpose: 50 Years of Flower

 Introduce new visual identity and transition back to “Flower Aviation”

 Leverage the nostalgia effect to generate traffic

 Increase awareness of FBO services and amenities



Flower Aviation Brand Refresh
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BRAND REFRESH
Re-launching Flower Aviation with a modern approach

 Primary Color Palette: Blue, Orange
 - Aspect of similarity will aid with recognition
 - Eases the process of transitioning printed marketing collateral
 - Removes the need for extensive website changes
 - Use of orange, in place of muted yellow, will add energy that better 
  demonstrates Flower Aviation’s brand attributes

 Typography: Acier Bat Sans Serif
 - Unique attributes make a statement
 - Retro personality, reminiscent of original typeface
 - Visual weight lends to legibility

 Pictorial Component: Flower / Aircraft
 - Tribute to original logo; first two options make visual connection to aviation
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BRAND REFRESH
Visual Identity Development

Concept A
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BRAND REFRESH
Visual Identity Development

Concept B
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BRAND REFRESH
Visual Identity Development

Concept C



On-Site Promotions
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Promotions
Ideas for Incorporating 50 Years of Flower at the FBO

50 Years of Flower Display
Dedicate part of the lobby to showcase photos and mementos, old and new. Polish the 
presentation with retractable signage to highlight significant people and/or happenings. 

Get Social
Encourage visitors to share photos from their visit and tag #FlowerAviationKPUB. With 
enough engagement, consider offering an incentive to award monthly; winners selected 
based on highest number of likes.

Maximize AVTRIP
Thank pilots for patronage at Flower Aviation with an AVTRIP bonus point promotion: at 
minimum, 2x points suggested for the anniversary month. Consider structuring additional 
opportunities – ex: if the anniversary is on the third, transactions on the third of each month 
earn 100 bonus points. 
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Promotions
Connecting Flower Aviation, past and present

Adding more Sizzle to the Steaks
Provide supplementary giveaways to accompany steaks – based off of uplift or frequency. 
Giveaway ideas (branded or provided in branded packaging): seasonings, coolers, metal 
spatulas, Cuisinart expanding LED light, Wusthof steak knife sets.

Showing off Improvements
Place old photos of the facility in respective areas to show updates.

Fifty Years of Famous Quick-Spins
Communicate staff’s ongoing commitment to safety and efficiency during quick-spins. 
Budget to determine special item or discount given to every 50th quick-spin customer 
(operator, crew and/or passengers). Generate excitement by sharing promotion information 
on digital listings and posting winners on social media.



Avfuel Communications
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Avfuel Communications
Extending campaign reach through Avfuel distribution channels

 Post on Avfuel Blog

 - Avfuel to draft content and send for review

 AVTRIP E-News Inclusion

 - If bonus point opportunity is offered

 Contract Fuel E-News Inclusion

 - Topics: services and amenities, focus on the future or anniversary event

 Featured FBO on Avfuel.com

 Social Media Feature on Avfuel’s Facebook and Twitter Profiles

 Visual Communications: Avfuel marketing is on standby for graphic design support



50 years of flower
Thanks for reaching out to Avfuel marketing about this exciting time at Flower Aviation!

To further discuss the contents of this presentation, please contact Lindsay Sarosh:
lsarosh@avfuel.com  |  734.663.6466 ext. 773


